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vii

PReFAce

Welcome to the intriguing and exciting world of real estate finance. Prior 
to 2008, california real estate markets had been experiencing a huge surge 
in property values in an atmosphere of stability and growth. Based on 
relatively low interest rates, controlled inflation, and stable employment, 
predictions were that this prosperity would continue at a steady pace. How-
ever, in 2009, national unemployment rates were near 10 percent, and the 
national foreclosure rate was 10 percent. the nation was fearful and the 
real estate market plummeted in many areas of the country. california was 
one of several states severely affected.

In october 2008, congress passed a rescue bill to ease the credit crunch 
that resulted when the real estate bubble of the early part of this century 
burst. the bill included $700 billion to help lenders dispose of worthless 
defaulted loans and restart their lending activities. the federal govern-
ment has taken a leading role in shoring up the credit industry to allow the 
economy to adjust to a new era of stricter oversight and more responsible 
underwriting.

It was shocking to observe how powerful the real estate financial markets 
were in bringing the world’s economy to the brink of disaster with the 
proliferation of loans on properties evaluated beyond reason to borrowers 
without adequate credit. the recovery, now in process, is again based on 
long-term, fixed-interest-rate loans made to qualified borrowers financing 
reasonably evaluated real estate properties. costs for securing these loans 
have risen substantially.

Although loans can still be secured through the Internet, underwriters will 
be screening these loans carefully to make sure the borrowers have verifiable 
credit histories and that the collateral properties are evaluated accurately. 
nothing-down, interest-only, subprime loans are no longer acceptable. 
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Lenders must now adhere carefully to the underwriters’ requirements in 
order to sell their real estate loans in the secondary markets.

In 2013, we see mortgage conditions improving because the sturdy fabric 
of capitalism is woven from the strong and resilient threads of partnership 
between the federal government and private enterprise. to a great extent, 
private enterprise depends on the ability of many individuals to comprehend 
and use real estate finance. each participant need not know everything 
about all phases of financing real estate, but those who do understand the 
process are more likely to achieve success.

During the Great Depression of the late 1920s and 1930s, the capitalistic 
U.s. system was battered, torn, and generally worn threadbare. safeguards 
from the government were woven carefully into the cloth, and the number 
and scope of these safeguards have increased over the years. 

the safety measures that secured the government also protected people 
and their investments. People have depended, in ever-increasing numbers, 
on banks, thrift institutions, and life insurance companies to lend them 
the dollars they need to buy a piece of America. some people bought large 
pieces, and some grouped together to buy even larger ones; but most people 
bought just the little piece they call home. the Federal Deposit Insurance 
corporation (FDIc) stands behind everyone’s deposits to a maximum of 
$250,000 per account.

this eighth edition has been designed to address the ever-increasing tech-
nological development. We need to know the hard and fast rules and 
techniques of the industry, and we need them explained concisely and 
plainly with plenty of examples. this book is written to meet our readers’ 
needs.

this text is divided into two components: the principles of real estate 
finance are covered in the first half, while the practices and applications of 
california real estate finance are in the second half.
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 Preface ix

the book’s sequence is designed to answer the following questions:

What is finance and money? ■

Where do we get the money? ■

What kinds of loans are available? ■

How do I get a loan? ■

What happens after the loan is made? ■

What are the financial strategies and math calculations?  ■

chapter 1 introduces the nature and cycle of california real estate finance. 
It includes a discussion of the state’s credit system economy and nature of 
financing relationships, an examination of the local and national mort-
gage markets, the cyclical nature of the real estate market, and a view of 
the changing demographics affecting the future of the housing market in 
california.

chapter 2 discusses money and the monetary system as directed by the 
major governmental influences in the financial markets: the Federal Reserve 
system, which regulates and controls the nation’s money supply; the U.s. 
treasury, which acts as the fiscal manager; and the Federal Home Loan Bank 
system, which directs the actions of this nation’s thrifts.

chapter 3 presents the institutional sources for providing funds for real estate 
finance, including banks, savings associations, and life insurance companies. 

chapter 4 describes other financial sources, such as mortgage brokers and 
bankers, trusts, bonds, endowment funds, private loan companies, and 
individuals.

chapter 5 describes conventional, insured, and guaranteed loans in the 
context of the Federal Housing Administration and the Department of 
Veterans Affairs. It also includes a discussion of the california Veterans 
Loan Program.
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chapter 6 investigates the special category of agricultural lending and 
includes a review of the federal and state regulations affecting california 
real estate loans.

chapter 7 examines the use of junior finance when structuring a real estate 
sale, an important tool in the california real estate market.

chapter 8 describes contemporary real estate financial techniques in terms 
of variations of payments and types of loans.

chapter 9 defines the various instruments used to finance california real 
estate, including the note and deed of trust, the note and mortgage, and the 
real property sales contract (land contract). It also provides descriptions of 
the many special provisions that can be included in these instruments in 
order to adjust them to more readily serve individual requirements.

chapter 10 describes the process for underwriting a real estate loan by 
examining the creditworthiness of the borrowers and the value of the 
collateral. 

chapter 11 presents the techniques for closing a loan, including prorations 
and a closing statement.

chapter 12 delineates the national secondary markets available for buy-
ing and selling real estate loans, including the Federal national Mortgage 
Association, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage corporation, and the 
Government national Mortgage Association, now known as Fannie Mae, 
Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae.

chapter 13 discusses the ramifications involved in loan defaults and fore-
closures in california.

chapter 14 addresses some alternative investment financing strate-
gies, including seller carrybacks, equity participation, and tax-deferred 
refinancing.

Finally, chapter 15 presents a comprehensive examination of the math-
ematics of california real estate finance.
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 Preface xi

At the end of each chapter, the reader will find a series of review questions 
and exercises. they have been designed to check comprehension of the 
chapter’s information. Answers may be found in the answer key at the back 
of the book.
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at eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti, national University in san 
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Essentials of Real Estate Investment and Essentials of Real Estate Finance. 
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 ■ historicAl PersPective

Fundamentally, the political, social, and religious structure of a society, 
no matter how primitive, determines the laws under which it will operate. 
those laws that pertain to the acquisition, ownership, and disposition of 
land are as ancient as humanity. In the earliest times, uncodified laws of 
might and power determined the owner’s “rights” to territory. More formal 
land laws were adopted by the egyptians long before the first century AD. 
our laws of property are derived from the english feudal system, which 
originated with the norman conquest in 1066.

As the conqueror and lord, King William was the owner and source of all 
rights in land. He delegated these rights as rewards for service and loyalty 
and installed his knights in the castles previously owned by the defeated 
english king. In turn, these ruling knights could delegate interests in lesser 
parcels of land under their control to whomever they wished. In effect, 
this government transformed a military organization into an economic 
system for control and continuity of land possession. those people in pos-
session of land played dual roles, as tenants to their overlords and as lords 
to tenants, with the exception of the monarch, who retained the power of 
assignment at all times. thus, the feudal system was one huge life estate, 
with the heirs of deceased landholders continuing their tenure only at the 
whim of the monarch.

some individual rights in land ownership were recognized by the Magna 
carta, granted by the King of england to the barons at Runnymede in 
1215. this historically important document contains provisions for secur-
ing the personal liberty of all the people and their rights in property. these 
private property rights were delineated further in 1290 by a statute that 
recognized the feudal tenant’s right to convey that interest in land. this 
statute, Quia Emptores, formed the basis for the development of land own-
ership in fee simple absolute—the form of ownership that we now enjoy 
under our private real property allodial system.

the individual property owner in this country holds rights in property 
that are subject only to taxation, eminent domain, escheat, and the police 
powers of government. Among the rights of property ownership is the 
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 Chapter 1 Nature and Cycle of California Real Estate Finance 3

right to finance real estate by pledging the property and/or rights in it as 
collateral for a loan.

nAture of reAl estAte  ■ finAnce

no one can question the unmistakable importance of real estate in our 
lives.

complementing its physical importance is the economic impact of real 
estate on our lifestyles. the industrial and commercial activities of our 
nation are completely dependent on the land and its natural resources for 
their very existence. society cannot function without the food, lumber, 
minerals, water, and other parts and products of our land.

Many of us are involved, either directly or indirectly, in some activity con-
cerning real estate. Farmers and miners, sanitary engineers, surveyors, land 
planners, homebuilders, furniture manufacturers, and paint purveyors—all 
of these people and more depend on real estate and its use for their liveli-
hood. Millions of people are engaged directly in contract construction 
activities in the United states, with millions more providing them with 
the materials and peripheral services essential for their work.

the construction industry is vital to our country’s economic well-being. 
Any changes in its activities soon affect everyone. A building slowdown 
results in layoffs and cutbacks; increased activity stimulates production 
and services in the myriad areas of endeavor associated with the industry. 
not much construction is attempted without funding by loans secured 
from the various sources of money for real estate finance. In fact, most real 
estate activities rely on the availability of borrowed funds.

the private ownership of property in california mirrored its changes in 
governmental dominion. the spanish empire used the Roman civil Law 
as the basis for ownership. Its elaborate and detailed codes were imposed 
through royal grants of land given to political or military agencies of the 
crown. Absolute title did not change hands, and these grants, ranchos, 
were made primarily for grazing and other agricultural purposes.

Ownership of Property
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When Mexico achieved independence from spain in 1821, formal land 
grants, known as expedientes, were filed and recorded in the new govern-
ment archives. 

subsequently, and as a result of the Mexican-American War, california 
was ceded by treaty to the United states in 1848. During california’s time 
as a U.s. possession, the expedientes were carefully reviewed and the own-
ers’ rights recognized officially by the new laws.

When california was admitted as the 31st state in the Union in 1850, the 
principles of ownership followed English common law, which was adhered 
to by the rest of the country.

Property. Property is anything that can be controlled and owned. Is 
water property? Water falling from the sky in the form of rain is not prop-
erty, nor is the water in the middle of the ocean. these waters are not 
“owned” by anybody. However, the water from a well is the property of its 
owner, as is distilled water in a container. the water in the navigable lakes 
and rivers of this country, as well as the land and water located up to 200 
miles off our coasts, is the property of our government.

Is air property? the air all around us, clean or dirty, is not property. the air 
above the land is not property until it is encompassed within a structure; 
air in an oxygen tank is property.

Is an idea property? not until an idea is converted into a patented inven-
tion or a copyrighted manuscript is it considered property. 

the underlying thread of logic in this discussion is that property is not 
so much something that can be owned as it is something that can be con-
trolled. thus, a lease gives the tenant control. the landlord continues to 
benefit from the ownership. our system of government has laws that pro-
tect both rights.

Real Property. Real estate is described as the earth, the land, and all nat-
ural and man-made hereditaments found permanently attached thereto. 
Hereditaments are things capable of being inherited. Land, streams, trees, 
minerals, buildings, fences, and other features fixed permanently in place 
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 Chapter 1 Nature and Cycle of California Real Estate Finance 5

on the land are interpreted as real estate. thus, real estate is an inheritable 
estate. Real property is all that is immovable.

Real property marries the legal concepts of ownership and control with 
the physical description of real estate. now real property can be further 
defined as that bundle of rights in property, including possession, control, 
enjoyment, exclusion, disposition, and others, that enhance the inherit-
able ownership of the land and everything permanently affixed to it. Real 
property ownership is transferred by deed and encumbered by the use of 
a mortgage, a deed of trust, or a land contract when it is pledged as col-
lateral for a loan. (Real estate, real property, and realty will be considered 
synonyms in this book.)

Personal Property. Also called chattel, personal property is gener-
ally considered to be anything that is not real property, which presumes 
that it is mobile, not permanently attached to the earth. thus, automo-
biles, furniture, clothing, and other portable objects are obviously personal 
property. A classic example of the various attributes of property is the tree 
that is real while growing on the land, personal when in the form of lumber, 
and real again when in the form of a home. Personal property ownership is 
transferred by a bill of sale and is encumbered with a security agreement 
when it is used as collateral for a loan.

clear-cut classifications of real versus personal property are sometimes dif-
ficult to identify. For instance, mobile homes are often included in both 
categories. In some jurisdictions, mobile homes are considered real prop-
erty when they are permanently affixed to a foundation on a lot. However, 
if the personal property taxes in the area are lower than the taxes on real 
property, mobile homes, even the largest double-wides, may be sitting pre-
cariously upon concrete blocks, with their wheels and tires still attached. 
thus, some mobile homes are interpreted as real property, while others, 
though of similar size and construction, are personal property. Permanent 
attachment to the land then becomes the final arbiter between real and 
personal property. the term manufactured home is currently used in place 
of mobile home.

Commercial Fixtures. the exception to the permanent affixation 
rule is the category of property classified as a commercial or trade fixture. 
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Personal property utilized by commercial tenants in pursuit of their occu-
pations retains its personal property quality no matter how permanently 
it is affixed to the real estate. Heating units, coolers, walk-in refrigera-
tors, floor coverings, interior partitions, shelves, counters, cabinets, dental 
chairs, and all other items that are installed by business and professional 
tenants remain their personal property and must be removed from leased 
premises before the expiration of the lease. In the event of a dispute in 
defining a fixture, the following tests are applied:

Method or manner of annexation ■

Adaptability or nature of use ■

Relationship between the parties ■

Intention of the parties (most important) ■

Agreements between the parties ■

ownership under our allodial system evolved from the english feudal sys-
tem, which ended in the 17th century. Freeholders in possession of real 
estate registered their ownership with appropriate government agencies 
established for the transfer of property into private hands, and the private 
property allodial system was established. these private ownerships were 
termed freehold estates.

Freehold Estate. An estate in fee simple absolute, or fee simple own-
ership, designates the highest bundle of rights a person may enjoy in our 
allodial system and is for an indeterminable length of time. In the language of 
real estate, a person is said to own a “fee” in a property as the legal owner. the 
ownership is defined by the deed held. this fee is what an owner will pledge 
as collateral to back up the promise to repay a real estate loan.

A fee ownership may be divided into a number of entities. one person 
may own the fee in the land, another may own the minerals under the sur-
face of the land, and another may own the water that flows over the land. 
Future ownership of the land may be held by remainder persons under the 
terms of a trust or a life estate.

estates in realty
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Fee ownership also can be divided into time elements such as interval 
ownership or time-shares. Under time-shares, a fee owner can use prop-
erty for a specified period, such as for one or two weeks a year, as in a 
vacation property time-share. Fee ownership can also pertain to a space 
within a cube in addition to an undivided ownership of certain common 
areas, as in a condominium project.

Most fee owners in california hold legal title to their properties. others 
hold an equitable title on a land contract when property is purchased 
under a land sales contract. this equitable title changes to a legal title 
when the terms of the land sales contract are satisfied.

Legal and equitable titles may be held by individuals and corporations as 
sole and separate property or may be held by more than one entity in con-
current ownership. concurrent ownership in california includes tenants 
in common, partnerships, community property, community property with 
a right of survivorship, and joint tenancy.

Tenants in common and partnerships own undivided equal or unequal 
inheritable shares in real property. these shares are passed on to the heirs 
of the owners by the terms of a will or, in the absence of a will, by the 
california distribution laws.

Community property, a carryover from the spanish law, describes ownership 
that is limited to equal, undivided interests between husbands and wives of 
properties acquired after marriage with community funds. After the demise 
of either person, the deceased’s one-half interest will be distributed according 
to the terms of the will. As of July 1, 2001, community property may also be 
held with the right of survivorship. Upon the death of the husband or the 
wife, the survivor automatically owns the entire property.

to avoid the probate of a will, property may be owned in joint tenancy 
where, upon the demise of one of the owners, this person’s interest will vest 
automatically in the survivor(s)’ name(s). thus, in a two-party arrange-
ment between a husband and a wife, the deceased husband’s one-half 
interest vests immediately and automatically in his wife’s name, giving 
her the whole legal ownership. In a three-party joint tenancy arrangement 
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among a father, mother, and child, the death of one of the parties will raise 
the survivors’ equal interests from one-third to one-half each.

Anyone may own in joint tenancy, although it is usually a family arrange-
ment because joint tenants give up their inheritable estate through 
automatic survivorship. Joint tenancy is always held and distributed in 
equal shares.

Leasehold Estate. An estate that is for a fixed length of time is called a 
leasehold estate. A leasehold estate is established when a landlord gives up 
possession of real estate to a tenant who acquires an equitable interest in the 
property according to the terms and conditions of the lease. the landlord 
retains legal fee, but the tenant has physical control of the leased property. 

A leased property is sold subject to the terms of the existing lease. thus, 
a tenant has the right to peaceful possession of the property for the term 
of the lease. 

Freehold and leasehold estates are of primary interest in the field of real 
estate finance. A person’s degree of ownership or control of real property 
will determine the amount and terms of the financing that will be avail-
able. that financing stems primarily from the savings of others.

Real estate has certain properties that enhance its ability to qualify as col-
lateral for financing purposes. these characteristics are generally grouped 
into three categories: physical, economic, and social.

Physical. Real estate is considered to be fixed in place, although some 
shifting takes place under certain conditions, such as avulsion (when land 
is torn from its place by a devastating rush of waters) in the distorted 
wrenching of the earth in a sudden earthquake, or when people deliber-
ately change the earth’s topography. nevertheless, the boundaries of the 
land remain clearly definable. this quality of fixity creates the security 
that lenders require in order to know that their collateral will be there in 
the morning if a defaulting borrower should disappear in the middle of the 
night.

real estate 
characteristics 
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Using the same reasoning, land is considered to be indestructible. Although 
the quality of land changes as it is used, it prevails permanently and can 
be rejuvenated. this quality of durability has made land a popular form 
of investment.

Furthermore, each parcel of land is unique. Legally, each parcel is individu-
ally definable according to its specific boundaries and ownership. Because 
property is readily identifiable, the legal enforcement of contractual prom-
ises pertaining to a certain property is made easier, which again provides 
the protection required by lenders.

Economic. Land has an attribute of being scarce, but not in the aggre-
gate sense. A virtually unlimited supply of land exists for expansion 
through more intensive use, but in the micro sense, there is a relative scar-
city. People congregate in small areas of the world, usually in cities, where 
they find the employment and cultural activities that community living 
develops. As a result, increased demands upon the relatively fixed supplies 
of land in these small areas create a value, the economic consequence of 
buyers bidding against each other for the limited supply of land.

Also, the fixity of the improvements placed upon the land complements its 
unique position. Aside from minor improvements, most construction has 
a quality of longevity intrinsic in its design. Bricks and mortar, streets, and 
sewers all have a long life expectancy that, when coupled with the concept 
of scarcity, underwrites lenders’ abilities to make loans.

In addition, land has a locational characteristic that affects its value in rela-
tion to similar parcels in the same area and enables lenders to identify its 
worth more accurately—an important input into the quantity and quality 
of the loans to be made.

Social. Real property has an increasingly important third general charac-
teristic, one that is currently being enlarged upon by promulgators of social 
consciousness. this characteristic adds a stimulating, but often frustrating, 
dimension to the definition of real estate. It is the social characteristic, defined 
as the rights of the public in the private property of the individual.
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A private property owner’s rights are defined by statute and common law. 
An owner’s highest bundle of rights is limited by the government’s police 
powers, which regulates the uses of property for the public welfare, and 
by eminent domain, which gives the government sovereign powers of 
condemnation over private property for the community’s benefit. the use 
of police power does not normally require compensation to the property 
owner. However, the use of eminent domain, considered a “taking” of pri-
vate property for public use, usually requires compensation according to 
fair market value.

the U.s. supreme court has rendered decisions in cases that significantly 
impact the concern for rights in real property. the first case, considered a 
landmark decision, is First English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale 
v. County of Los Angeles. In this case, the county of Los Angeles denied the 
church the right to rebuild church camp buildings that were washed away 
by flooding in the Angeles national Forest in 1978. First english argued 
that the county’s decision effectively took property away from it. the high 
court agreed that the extreme land-use regulations could be construed as 
an “illegal taking.”

Another case, Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, concerns two Ven-
tura county homeowners who requested permission to replace a small 
beachfront cottage with a significantly larger two-story home. the coastal 
commission required that the public be given access to walk across the 
beach in front of the home in exchange for the right to develop the land. 
the nollans objected and challenged. the supreme court sided with the 
nollans, maintaining that the right to build on a person’s own property is 
not a privilege but a right that is subject only to reasonable regulation.

In 1994, the U.s. supreme court ruled in Dolan v. Tigard that the city of 
tigard, oregon, engaged in an uncompensated taking of private property 
when it refused to grant permission to Mrs. Dolan to pave the parking area 
around her store building without first dedicating a portion of the land for 
a public greenway.

on June 23, 2005, the court ruled in favor of the city of new London, con-
necticut, which wanted to condemn individually owned property for private 
economic development “for the greater good of the community.” congress is 
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presently considering adopting the Private Property Protection Act to pre-
vent government entities from seizing property for economic development. 
the california community Redevelopment Law prevents such actions.

currently, social limitations on private property rights are being expanded 
to include control of property use as it affects our environment. A major 
concern is the pollution of air, earth, and water as it affects our current 
well-being and the well-being of generations yet unborn. the imposition 
of social controls can seriously change property values and even inhibit 
community development in many areas of the country. the costs of these 
controls are reflected in the increasing prices of real estate.

chArActeristics of reAl  ■ ProPerty investments

each parcel of real estate is unique and thus requires an individual invest-
ment analysis relevant to its specific locational attributes. However, all 
real property has certain common characteristics that affect its value. 
these characteristics include fixity, longevity, permanence, risk, and market 
segmentation.

Real estate is fixed in location, which greatly restricts the scope of its mar-
ketability. As a result of this fixity, real estate values are acted on and are 
subject to any political and economic activities occurring in the immedi-
ate vicinity.

Real estate is generally considered to be a long-term investment because 
of the durability of the improvements and the permanence of the land. 
this quality of longevity enables investors to estimate, with some degree 
of reliability, the present value of a future stream of income from their 
properties.

the attribute of permanence of real estate forms the basis of our system 
of long-term mortgage-debt amortization. Investment in real estate, usu-
ally involves relatively large dollar amounts that require complex financial 
arrangements. these complexities, in turn, require the expertise of law-
yers, accountants, brokers, property managers, real estate consultants, and 
other specialists.

Fixity

Longevity

permanence
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Real estate investment is a relatively high-risk venture that reflects the 
uncertainties of a somewhat unpredictable market. In fact, there is no 
readily identifiable, organized national market for real estate, as there is for 
stocks and bonds. the realty market is a combination of local markets that 
react speedily to changes in local economic and political activities and 
somewhat more slowly to regional, national, and international events.

the fractured aspect of this unorganized and largely unregulated real estate 
market is further complicated by the lack of standardization of the product 
and the fact that most of the market’s participants react intuitively, giving 
little attention to formal feasibility or marketing studies. However, the 
investor who seeks qualified help and takes advantage of available protec-
tive measures can often mitigate some of the risks.

Besides these inherent characteristics of real property, many government 
activities also directly or indirectly influence property values. At the fed-
eral level, income tax laws are often confusing and frustrating. so is the 
government’s regulation and control of money. this power effectively dic-
tates the extent of real estate activity through manipulation of the supply 
as well as the cost of mortgage money.

our various levels of government also function in numerous other ways 
to affect real estate property values. environmental controls and impact 
studies add time and costs to the development of land—costs that are 
inevitably paid by consumers. Local political attitudes regarding zoning 
and growth restrictions act to raise the prices of properties already devel-
oped, effectively creating a monopolistic position for their owners.

Fueling these political attitudes is the antigrowth philosophy of citizens 
in some areas where property taxes and other public costs are rising at an 
alarming rate to serve an ever-increasing population. “not in my back-
yard” is becoming the slogan in these troubled cities.

 ■ PurPoses of investing in reAl estAte

A primary reason for investing in real estate is the preservation and possi-
ble enhancement of the capital invested. Generally, owners have enjoyed 

risk

Market Segmentation

to preserve capital
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rising property values over the years. consequently, the capital value of 
the investment is preserved or increased by appreciation. It is precisely 
for this reason that real estate investments are described as hedges against 
inflation. theoretically, the values of real estate fluctuate with local mar-
ket cycles, but real estate values tend to rise over the long term.

A real estate investment may build up additional equity for its owner 
through reduction of the mortgage debt. the periodic repayments of 
the principal amounts owed on existing financing increase an equity in 
property. this increasing equity can be secured for reinvestment either 
by refinancing the mortgage or by selling the property, depending on the 
market. In fact, one of the more important benefits of investing in real 
estate is ability to reuse the capital through periodic, tax-free refinancing, 
while at the same time preserving the value of the investment. In addi-
tion, the owner’s equity in an investment may be raised by increasing the 
amount of the net operating income (noI), which invariably raises the total 
value of the investment.

Although the problems associated with tenants are legendary as well as 
endless, tenants often improve the properties they occupy to enhance 
their living environment. these betterments tend to increase a property’s 
value and are invariably left behind when the tenant moves. this not only 
preserves an owner’s capital investment but actually enhances it, some-
times substantially.

Fundamentally, all investors in real estate seek a profit on the money they 
invest. By definition, an investment of any kind is a commitment of funds 
with the intention of preserving capital and earning a profit. For real estate 
investors, these profits assume two forms. the income stream from the 
tenants’ rents should generate one kind of profit. the gross amount of rent 
should be adequate to pay for all the fixed and variable operating expenses 
of the property, with enough remaining to show a return on the invest-
ment. thus, an investor anticipates that the income will provide a steady 
cash profit, while the invested capital remains protected over time. When 
the property is sold, this investment will be recovered intact, or better 
still, a gain will be made. this gain reflects the increase in the property’s 
value during the time it was held and is the second form of profit that can 
be earned by a real estate investor.

to earn a profit
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Before committing any funds, an investor should carefully analyze the 
returns available from opportunities other than the purchase of real estate. 
For instance, a viable alternative to investing in a real estate venture is 
to deposit money into a government security that pays interest each year. 
the annual interest, or profit (before taxes), that would be earned on this 
investment becomes a benchmark against which to measure the anticipated 
profitability of an alternative investment. the principal can be withdrawn 
from this security at a specific time, so it meets the requirements of an 
investment: preservation of capital and generation of a profit.

If we analyze a real estate investment that shows an annual return (before 
taxes), with the possibility of recovering the full investment within some 
identifiable future time period, we see a situation that parallels the gov-
ernment security. However, unlike this security, a greater degree of risk 
is associated with real estate investments. this risk includes the likeli-
hood of actually being able to collect the rents in the amounts and at the 
times anticipated and the chances of fully recovering the investment in 
the future. In addition, unforeseeable problems might occur over time.

thus, the profit from a real estate investment should not be considered 
equal to this same profit from a government security. something extra 
must be earned to offset the greater risks that are so much a part of realty 
ownership. In addition, to compensate for lack of liquidity, real estate 
investments must develop even larger returns. Unlike other investments, 
real estate is often difficult to sell at a specific point in time. therefore, to 
be viable, a real estate investment should be designed to develop a rela-
tively higher rate of return (profit) than is available from other safer, more 
liquid investment opportunities.

Under the current income tax code, unlike many other investments, 
the income derived from rental real estate can be sheltered substantially 
to diminish the income tax liability and thus enhance the bottom-line 
return.

After all income from a rental property is accumulated for the year, the 
expenses incurred to develop this income may be deducted, effectively 
sheltering this amount from income taxes. these expenses include all 
operating costs, such as management fees, property taxes, utility expenses, 

to enjoy tax relief
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repairs, maintenance, advertising, bookkeeping, and others, as required. 
In addition, the interest paid on existing real estate loans is deductible, 
as are allowable amounts of depreciation; thus, the gross income derived 
from rentals is effectively reduced to a net amount that is then subject to 
the imposition of income taxes at the taxpayer’s bracket.

In addition, real estate tax investments are normally made for extended 
periods of time and, as such, enjoy the tax limitations available under 
long-term capital gains when the investment is sold for a profit.

the full ramifications of the current tax laws, as they apply to investment 
decision making, will be examined in later chapters.

Any list of available avenues of investment includes stocks, bonds, sav-
ings certificates, life insurance policies, antiques, commodities, consumer 
merchandise, and real estate. the investment opportunities in real estate 
include open land, vacant lots, farm acreage, industrial properties, houses, 
apartment buildings, stores, shopping centers, office buildings, clinics, 
recreational projects, mineral deposits, securities, mobile-home parks, 
condominiums, and airspace. competition for the dollars available for 
investment is high, and each opportunity has its own particular advan-
tages and disadvantages. the general advantages of investing in real 
estate, however, include its relatively high-yield possibilities, leveraging 
opportunities, tax flexibilities, and the retention of a high degree of per-
sonal control over the capital invested.

Relatively High Yields. Bottom-line yields in excess of 20 percent 
are not unusual for many real estate investments. Yields can even exceed 
this amount, reaching infinity, in those cases where 100 percent or more 
leverage—using borrowed funds to purchase property—has been achieved. 
More common, though, are realty investments that regularly develop 10 
to 15 percent annual returns over the life of the investment. these profits 
reflect the opportunities that exist in real estate and, when compared with 
average yields on other types of investments, explain its popularity.

the return on a savings investment is the rate of interest paid by the bank 
or savings association. these rates currently range between less than1 per-
cent and 4 percent, depending on the type and duration of deposit. these 

advantages of  
Investing in real 
estate
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are before-tax yields, which are eroded by the taxes paid, in accordance 
with the investor’s particular tax bracket. stocks often pay dividends that 
average about 5 percent of the value of the investment; but unlike sav-
ings, for which the amount of the deposit remains constant over time, the 
value of the stocks fluctuates in the market. As a result, an element of risk 
is introduced for a stock investor who analyzes yield in terms of dividends 
received plus growth in value. If this growth is 5 percent per year and the 
shareholder receives 5 percent in dividends, the yield is 10 percent, before 
taxes.

Bond yields fluctuate, sometimes dramatically, as a function of the money 
market. A bond owner may earn 7 percent interest but may have to take 
a discount when selling in a market at more than 7 percent. some bonds, 
such as municipals, are tax exempt, and their yields are commensurately 
lower, depending on the bond’s rating.

It is axiomatic in real estate investment that high profits are positively 
correlated with high risk. Although yields on real estate investments do 
fluctuate from time to time and from property to property, there are guide-
lines on which objective decisions may be based. For instance, despite the 
fractured quality of the general real estate market, there are fairly defin-
able submarkets. one such submarket is apartment projects. Depending on 
location, number of apartments in the complex, and their size and decor, 
an investor can usually find comparable projects, research competitive 
rents, and estimate the income possible from an anticipated investment. 
this analysis and others will provide data on which an objective decision 
concerning the profitability of the investment can be based. there are 
similar submarkets for houses, stores, office buildings, shopping centers, 
and other forms of real property.

Leveraging Opportunities. Although stocks and bonds allow a pur-
chaser to borrow up to 50 percent of the value of the securities, real estate 
offers an investor the highest leveraging opportunities of any investment 
alternative. Many realty transactions require 20 to 40 percent of a proper-
ty’s value as a cash down payment, while others have 10 percent, 5 percent, 
or even no down payment requirements. A few investors, after complet-
ing some highly sophisticated financing strategies, may even be able to 
enjoy the benefits of arranging their real estate investment portfolios with 
greater than 100 percent leverage and end up with cash in their pockets.
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High-leverage situations include transactions involving carryback 
mortgages, land leases, subordination, joint ventures, syndication, sale-
leasebacks, wraparound mortgages, participation mortgages, and other 
creative real estate ownership and financing arrangements. these concepts 
and their applications, among others, will also be examined in upcoming 
chapters.

Income Tax Flexibility. Real estate allows its owners a high degree of 
tax flexibility, due in large part to the application of depreciation allow-
ances and the ability to deduct the premises’ operating costs from the gross 
income collected.

High Degree of Personal Control. Real estate investments provide 
the opportunity for a high degree of personal control. Purchase terms can 
be designed to reflect specific financial circumstances. often, rents can be 
arranged to anticipate changes in future realty cycles. Various bookkeep-
ing techniques can be adopted to reflect individual needs as they change 
over time. Property can be periodically refinanced to capitalize on the 
equity accumulated. And the investor usually retains the power to decide 
when, how, and to whom the investment will be sold, under terms that 
satisfy personal economic requirements.

 ■ mortgAge lending Activities

Underlying and forming the foundation for mortgage lending is the con-
cept of savings. savings are loaned to borrowers from whom additional 
earnings are produced for the lenders in the form of interest. these earn-
ings are then used in part to pay interest to the savers on their deposits.

Most loans for real estate are made by financial institutions designed to 
hold individuals’ savings until they are withdrawn. these institutions 
include the following, among others: 

Primary market ■

commercial banks ■

savings banks ■
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Life insurance companies ■

credit unions ■

secondary market ■

Fannie Mae ■

Freddie Mac ■

Ginnie Mae ■

Federal Home Loan Bank ■

the total amount of mortgage loans outstanding at the end of June 2012 
was more than $13 trillion. More than 77 percent of all loans made are 
for one- to four-family residential properties, a dramatic testimony to the 
importance of housing in the real estate market. 

the price of real estate fluctuates over time, depending on changing mar-
ket conditions. Most buyers do not have the cash required for real estate 
purchases. they must borrow to complete their acquisitions. If the sources 
for these loans were to be limited to any large extent, fewer properties 
would be developed and fewer would be sold. shortages of funds for mort-
gage lending affect every level of the construction industry, with serious 
ramifications throughout the total national economy.

In the early to mid-1980s, interest rates on real estate loans were at dou-
ble-digit levels, as shown in Figure 1.1. this effectively eliminated a major 
portion of the participants in the real estate market. to meet this emer-
gency, a broad range of creative financing arrangements was invented 
to allow market continuity. these arrangements included partnerships 
between lenders and borrowers (participation financing), variable-interest-
rate loans, and variable-payment loans, all designed to relieve borrowers’ 
burdens and permit lenders to stay in business. these financing techniques 
are still used today and will be described in later chapters.

As the decade progressed, interest rates fell almost as rapidly as they had 
risen and the demand for basic fixed-rate mortgages returned. this reduc-
tion in interest rates, to between 6 and 8 percent, resulted in a sharply 
increased demand for mortgage refinancing, and the focus of the lenders 
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shifted from loans for purchasing property to loans for refinancing existing 
high-interest, adjustable-rate, and fixed-rate loans. In addition, relatively 
low interest rates fueled a sharp rise in real estate activity.  

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the subprime market more than doubled 
offering higher qualifying ratios, hybrid adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs) 
with artificially low initial payment schedules, and more liberal qualifying 
standards. Fannie Mae- and Freddie Mac-conforming loans also became 
available in many different forms using liberal qualifying standards and 
long-term risky loan products. 

As the overall housing market boom began to decline in 2006, the sub-
prime market was the first to crash, but by 2007, Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac were also in trouble. Borrowers found themselves unable to pay their 
sharply increased mortgage payments as adjustable-rate mortgages began 
to reset at higher rates. Refinancing was no longer an option because hous-
ing values were declining and the slow market made it very difficult to 
sell. By 2007, more than 1 percent of all households were facing foreclo-
sure, with projections for at least 10 percent by 2010. In order to protect 
the safety and soundness of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the agencies 

figure 1.1 
30-year fixed-rate 
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were placed under the supervision of a new agency, the Federal Hous-
ing Finance Agency (FHFA) and, in september 2008, were placed into 
conservatorship. 

significant changes continue to be made almost daily as the govern-
ment and private industry work to recover from the financial crisis of  
2008–2009.

on July 30, 2008, the federal secure and Fair enforcement for Mortgage 
Licensing Act of 2008 (sAFe Act) was passed. the purpose of the SAFE 
Act is to protect consumers, and it was designed to minimize the poten-
tial for fraudulent lending activities. It created the nationwide Mortgage 
Licensing system (nMLs) and Registry for those in the residential 
mortgage business. there are specific requirements for those who make, 
arrange, or service loans secured by real property. these individuals are 
required to complete prelicensing courses, pass written qualifying tests at 
both federal and state levels, be subject to background checks, and take 
annual continuing education courses to meet annual licensing renewal 
requirements.

Dodd-Frank Wall Street reform and consumer protection act 
(Dodd-Frank). As a result of the economic distress within the real 
estate mortgage marketplace during the Great Recession of 2008, congress 
enacted the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection 
Act, which became effective in 2010. the purpose of the act is to promote 
the financial stability of the United states by improving accountability 
and transparency in the financial system, to end “too big to fail” financial 
institutions, to protect the American taxpayer by ending bailouts, and to 
protect consumers from abusive financial services practices, among other 
provisions. 

consumer Financial protection Bureau (cFpB). In 2011, another 
provision of Dodd-Frank created the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau and brought numerous other agencies and federal acts under its 
jurisdiction. By order of the cFPB, mortgage lenders are to focus on spe-
cific underwriting guidelines to verify and determine a borrower’s ability 
to repay a home loan over the long term before extending credit. In Janu-
ary 2013, the cFPB issued a proposal whereby a category of loans called 
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qualified mortgages cannot have risky features—for example, negative 
amortization—nor excessive fees. there is a presumption that these quali-
fied mortgages have satisfied the requirements of the borrower’s ability to 
repay. Among the many requirements is that consumers have a total debt-
to-income ratio that does not exceed 43 percent of income. there may be 
more flexible requirements evaluated on an individual basis.

In addition to the requirements of the federal nMLs, california sen-
ate Bill 36/sAFe Act, which went into effect on January 1, 2010, was 
intended to implement the federal act and has new filing requirements 
for licensees who conduct residential or commercial mortgage loan activi-
ties. It is important for those in the mortgage business to determine which 
requirements they must fulfill. For information regarding specific require-
ments, deadlines for compliance with federal and state laws, and penalties 
for nonconformance, refer to the following organizations: 

nationwide Mortgage Licensing system:  ■

240-386-4444 —

http://mortgage.nationwidelicensingsystem.org —

 ■ california Department of corporations: www.doc.ca.gov

We all recognize that our society is credit oriented. We postpone paying for 
our personal property purchases using credit cards and charge accounts. 
credit expands our ability to own goods that enhance our lives.

the credit concept of enjoying the use of an object while still paying for it 
is the basis of real estate finance. Financing a real estate purchase involves 
large sums of money and usually requires a long time to repay the loan. 
Instead of revolving charge accounts or 90-day credit lines for hundreds 
of dollars, real estate involves loans of thousands of dollars for up to 40 
years.

Real estate lending requires longevity, a quality that complements the 
holding profile of most of the major financial lenders. Furthermore, the 
systematic repayment of real estate loans, usually in regular monthly 
amounts, creates the rhythm that enables lenders to continue to collect 

credit System  
economy
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savings and redistribute funds to implement continued economic growth. 
However, this rhythm can be interrupted when there is a prolonged dis-
intermediation, that is, when individuals, seeking higher yields, remove 
more funds from financial institutions than are being deposited, resulting 
in a net loss of deposits. there is continuous competition for the use of 
money among individuals, industry, and government.

the nature of the real estate financing relationship can be described in 
three ways. In its simplest form, real estate finance involves pledging real 
property as collateral to back up a promise to repay a loan. A building and 
the land upon which it stands are pledged to a lender as the borrower’s 
guarantee that the terms of a loan contract will be satisfied. If a borrower 
defaults on repayment promises, the lender is legally able to foreclose on 
the real estate and sell it to try to recoup the loan balance.

Another way to describe real estate finance is hypothecation. the bor-
rower retains rights of possession and control, while the lender secures an 
underlying equitable right in the property. If the borrower repays the loan 
in accordance with its conditions, the lender will release the underlying 
interest, also called a lien. However, if the borrower defaults on the prom-
ise to pay, the lender will perfect the lien or equitable position into one of 
full ownership—a fee simple absolute.

Hypothecation is found in other situations. A tenant may pledge leasehold 
rights as collateral for a loan. A lender may pledge rights in a receivable 
mortgage, deed of trust, or land contract as collateral for another loan. Life 
tenants can mortgage their rights, as can remaindermen. A farmer may 
pledge unharvested crops as collateral for a loan. In each of these cases, 
and others of similar design, the borrower retains possession, control, and 
use of the collateral but capitalizes on its value by borrowing against it.

Leverage is the third way to describe real estate finance. Leverage is the 
use of a proportionately small amount of money to secure a large loan for 
the purchase of a property. People who borrow money to buy property are 
using other people’s savings to help make the purchase. they invest a por-
tion of their money as a down payment and then leverage by borrowing 
the balance needed toward the full purchase price.

Financing  
relationships
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the quality and quantity of leverage are important topics in this book. 
some borrowers may leverage 100 percent of the purchase price under 
certain circumstances and not be required to invest any personal funds. 
others may have to invest 5, 10, or even 20 percent of the total purchase 
price before they can be eligible to borrow the balance. the degree of 
leverage used depends upon the specific situation and the type of loan 
desired. As we shall discover, these varying cash requirements dramati-
cally affect a buyer’s ability to purchase property.

Real estate is fixed in place. It is impossible to move a parcel of land. As 
a result, any activities are done to and upon the property. A building is 
constructed on the lot. Utilities are brought to the property while taxes are 
imposed upon it. A real estate loan is made upon a property, usually by a 
local lender or the local representative of a national lender. 

the activities of the local real estate market, especially as they influence 
property values, are of vital importance to the activities of the local real 
estate lenders. Although international, national, and regional economic 
and political events have an indirect effect on specific real property val-
ues, the immediate impact of local activities on individual properties most 
directly affects their value.

Police power decisions involving zoning regulations can dramatically 
raise property values, while just as dramatically lowering neighborhood 
property values. Political decisions concerned with community growth 
or no-growth policies, pollution controls, building standards, and the 
preservation of coastlines and wildlife habitats can significantly alter a 
community’s economic balance and property values.

In times of economic distress, as evidenced by higher unemployment and/
or interest rates, local financial institutions decrease their mortgage lend-
ing activities, which only adds to the downward cycle. In good times, their 
lending activities increase to serve the growing demand.

When the demand for mortgage money is great, local lenders quickly 
deplete available funds. In an economic slump, these lenders may not have 
any safe outlets for their excess funds. A national mortgage market has 
developed to balance these trends.

Local Markets

National Markets
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Historically, the various banks and savings institutions have been local in 
their lending activities, with few opportunities to function outside their fixed 
geographical areas. their independent ownership and inability to control 
large quantities of deposits limited their capacities for loan participation.

As indicated earlier, in the early 1980s, interest rates on real estate loans 
spiked at 15 percent or more, making it difficult for savings associations 
to attract and hold new depositors. the money market certificate was 
created to offer short-term flexible interest rates; however, major money 
market investors countered by developing high-yield securities without 
any restrictions, minimum balances, or withdrawal penalties. the result 
was a serious outflow of funds—disintermediation—from the nation’s sav-
ings associations.

At the same time, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board deregulated mort-
gage interest rates, held constant under Regulation Q, allowing member 
associations the opportunity to include variable rates in their loan con-
tracts and to charge whatever interest rate the market would accept.

Under deregulation, savings associations were able to establish interest-
bearing checking accounts, issue credit cards and provide consumer loans 
to stem disintermediation.

Deregulation and the development of regional commercial banks, invest-
ment trusts, and a sophisticated secondary mortgage market increased the 
abilities of the local lenders to participate in a national market. Local 
institutions could buy and sell mortgages and deeds of trust originating 
from every part of the country while servicing their own local markets.

the bank holding companies allowed a more efficient regional distribu-
tion of member banks’ funds from one locale to another as the market 
required. Fannie Mae, formerly the Federal national Mortgage Associa-
tion (FnMA); Freddie Mac, formerly the Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
corporation (FHLMc); and the Government national Mortgage Asso-
ciation (GnMA), also known as Ginnie Mae, were the major contributors 
to a viable national market for real estate mortgages. In this secondary 
mortgage market, where mortgages originated at the primary market and 
then were sold to second owners, these agencies acted directly to stabi-
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lize the market by making additional funds available to capital-deficient 
areas and by providing safe investments in inactive areas. slow-growth, 
low-demand area lenders could invest their surplus funds by purchasing 
mortgages from these agencies. Fast-growth, high-demand area lenders 
could sell their mortgages in the secondary market in order to secure addi-
tional funds for loans. thus, savings were pooled on a local level and then 
allocated according to needs on a national level. Activities in the second-
ary mortgage market are presented in chapter 12.

reAl estAte cycles ■

the economic ups and downs of real estate activities are described as “real 
estate cycles.” the word cycle implies the recurrence of events in a some-
what regular pattern. Real estate cycles can be short-term or long-term. 
short-term cycles run from three to five years, while long-term cycles run 
from seven to ten years. Despite the fluctuations in real estate activities 
during the cyclical years, real estate values have always increased over 
time, never more dramatically than over the past few years. By studying 
past real estate markets activities, researchers can develop prognoses for 
future investment plans.

Real estate cycles are affected by many variables, all of which, either 
directly or indirectly, are influenced by the economic forces of supply and 
demand.

In the short-term cycle, the general business conditions that produce the 
earnings needed to create an effective demand usually trigger the real estate 
market’s activity. In a growth area, where business is good and demand is higher 
than the available supply of real estate, the prices of properties available for 
sale increase. naturally, this active demand encourages more building, and 
the supply of real estate will probably increase until there is a surplus. When 
the supply exceeds the demand, prices decrease. therefore any new building 
in this environment becomes economically unsound. the cycle repeats itself 
as soon as the demand exceeds the supply again.

Another variable of the real estate cycle is the supply of money for financing. 
tight money circumstances (high interest rates) develop when competi-

Supply and Demand
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tive drains on the money supply occur. the two largest competitors for 
savings are the federal government and its large budgetary commitments, 
and private industry, which taps the money markets to finance additional 
inventory and plant expansions. continued huge deficits in government 
budgets force it into the borrowing market, reducing funds available for 
real estate finance. these money shortages push interest rates to high lev-
els, depressing the housing market. In other words, when there is more 
demand for money than can be satisfied at present interest rates, the price 
of money (the interest rates) increases.

the hope that traditional real estate cycles can be moderated by better mar-
ket information is currently being realized by increasing openness about real 
estate dealings, financing, and new construction. Four key groups are largely 
responsible for providing this important market information:

Bond analysts and rating agencies, who submit highly detailed 1. 
information to investors who participate in mortgage-backed 
securities, 14 percent of the real estate debt market

Real estate Investment trust analysts, who provide full disclosure 2. 
of the data in the field, which now controls about 40 percent of 
the commercial real estate

Bank and insurance analysts publishing essential underwriting 3. 
market data

Population Growth
and Characteristics

IRS Tax Rules Social Attitudes

Housing Supply Supply of Money
for Financing

Business
Activities

figure 1.2 
factors that Affect 
cycles of real estate
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the Internet, which acts as an important conduit of the vast 4. 
amount of data available simultaneously

the factors that affect the real estate cycle are illustrated in Figure 1.2.

An important factor involved in making real estate development deci-
sions is the makeup of this country’s population and how it changes over 
time. Past census information revealed that 80 percent of U.s. households 
live in officially designated metropolitan areas, mostly in the suburbs. the 
median house consists of 1,688 square feet and has 51/2 rooms, 2.6 of which 
are bedrooms; and more than a third have two or more bathrooms. two-
thirds of these households have no children younger than 18. About 22 
million persons live alone.

the 2000 census predicted a substantial increase in the total population to 
394 million in 2050, up from 255 million in 1992. As shown in Figure 1.3, 
people from Asia and the Pacific Islands will increase from 3 to 9 percent 
of the population, while as a percentage of the population, Hispanics will 
grow from 9 to 25 percent and African Americans from 12 to 16 percent.

our population is also aging. the 78 million baby boomers born between 
1946 and 1964 are creating a middle-age bulge in our population demo-
graphics. With fewer children being born and more people living longer, 
a higher proportion of the population is elderly. this creates a strong 

population  
characteristics

Asian/Pacific
Islander

9%

Hispanic
25%

African American
16%

White
50%

figure 1.3 
Projected u.s. 
Population in 2050
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demand for nursing homes, congregate care centers, and other forms of 
housing for the elderly.

our population is divided as follows (see www.census.gov):

25 percent, married couples with children at home ■

25 percent, single persons ■

30 percent, married couples without children ■

10 percent, single parents with children ■

10 percent, nonfamily households (institutions) ■

changing political attitudes also influence both short-term and long-term 
real estate cycles. Historically, fast growth was the goal of many california 
communities. Local governments offered concessions to induce industries 
to move to new locations. now, however, an attitude of planned growth 
prevails; local leaders are legally limiting new construction to satisfy vot-
ers’ demands.

the effects of growth limitations can be seen in the prices of existing 
properties. the increase in property values has been great and reflects the 
quasi-monopolistic position present property owners enjoy.

the constantly changing federal income tax structure also affects real 
estate cycles. In 1986, congress imposed dramatic restrictions on the use 
of excess losses from real estate investments to shelter other income under 
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA ‘86). special treatment for capital 
gains and excessive depreciation deductions were also introduced.

effective May 7, 1997, congress again fine-tuned the income tax laws by 
passing the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 (TRA ‘97), providing hom-
eowners with broad exemptions from capital gains taxes on profits made 
from the sale of personal residences. tRA ‘97 exempted up to $500,000 of 
profits from taxes for a married couple filing jointly (or up to $250,000 for 
a single person) who had lived in the property as a primary residence for 
more than two years in the five years previous to the sale.

political attitudes
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tRA ‘97 eliminated the necessity to purchase another residence at a price 
equal to or higher than that of sold property. It also eliminated keeping 
records of repairs, additions, or other changes to the sold property’s tax 
basis unless the gain from the sale exceeded the exemptions. these tax 
benefits may be taken every two years, and new Internal Revenue service 
(IRs) regulations stipulate that if the property meets the entire exclusion, 
the transaction need not be reported at all. It is felt that tRA ‘97 stimu-
lated increased activities in the national residential real estate market and 
effectively raised property values to new heights.

For 2013, the capital gains tax rate remains at 15 percent for lower-income 
earners. It increases to 20 percent for single taxpayers who earn $400,001 
or more and for married persons who earn $450,001 or more and file their 
tax return jointly. note that the property must be held a minimum of  
12 months and one day. In addition, depreciation recapture is set at  
25 percent. california has a top tax rate of 13.3 percent.

the Health care and education Reconciliation Act of 2010, a federal 
law, imposes a 3.8 percent Medicare surtax on net investment income for 
high-income earners. this applies to single taxpayers who earn $200,000 
or more and to married persons who earn $250,000 or more and file their 
tax return jointly. It is important to consult with a tax professional when 
buying and selling all types of investment property in order to understand 
tax implications and to make informed decisions.

summAry ■

Real estate is pervasive. not only do we depend upon it for physical 
sustenance, but it also provides us with the materials for our economic 
well-being.

Millions of persons are involved in some form of activity related to real 
estate. When flourishing, the construction industry directly employs more 
than four million people with innumerable additional workers engaged in 
providing this industry its materials and peripheral services.
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Most real estate activities are financed. savings accumulated by banks, thrifts, 
life insurance companies, pension funds, and other financial intermediaries 
are loaned to builders and developers to finance their projects. other loans 
are made to buyers of already existing structures, thus providing the financial 
institutions a continuing opportunity for investments of their entrusted funds. 
these investments produce returns and new funds available for loans to stim-
ulate additional growth. By the end of June 2012, more than $13 trillion was 
outstanding in mortgage balances in the United states—quite a testimony to 
the scope and importance of real estate finance.

these financing activities are based on the premise of real estate being 
pledged as collateral to guarantee the repayment of a loan. thus, an owner 
of a property will borrow money from a lender and execute a promise to 
repay this loan under agreed-upon terms and conditions. the real estate 
is pledged as collateral to back up this promise. the borrower continues 
to be able to possess and use the collateral real estate during the term of 
the loan.

the ability to maintain control of the property while borrowing against 
it is called hypothecation. It is also a manifestation of leverage, by which 
a small amount of money can provide the means for securing a large loan 
for the purchase of property. If the promise to repay the loan is broken, the 
lender can acquire the collateral and sell it to recover the investment.

Real estate is fixed in place and is subject to the changes of local eco-
nomic, political, and social activities. Although international, national, 
and regional occurrences can affect the values of realty in a given area, 
local conditions are usually more important to property value fluctuations. 
Generally, the majority of loans on real estate are made by lenders in the 
primary market, using savings accumulated by persons in the community.

A national market for real estate finance has developed under the auspices 
of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae. these agencies operate a 
secondary market for buying and selling mortgages on a national level and 
provide additional funds to mortgage lenders. savings accumulated locally 
can be transferred from money-rich areas to money-poor areas. this less-
ens the impact of wildly fluctuating local real estate conditions.
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the overall cycle of real estate economics and finance is modified by the 
forces of supply and demand. excess demand will usually act to increase 
production until excess supply reverses the cycle. Mirroring these forces of 
supply and demand is the availability of money for financing at reasonable 
costs. other variables that affect a real estate cycle include population 
changes in terms of numbers, age, and social mores, as well as changing 
political attitudes governing community growth policies.

complementing the secondary market activities for balancing funds avail-
able for mortgage loans on a national level are the much broader controls 
exercised by the Federal Reserve and the U.s. treasury. By controlling 
the amounts of money in circulation and the cost of securing these funds, 
these agencies attempt to balance the fluctuations of the national money 
markets.

effective July 1, 2013, the california Department of Real estate comes 
under the california Department of consumer Affairs, and will be called 
the Bureau of Real estate (BRe).

internet resources ■

california Bureau of Real estate www.bre.ca.gov (as of July 1, 2013)

Department of consumer Affairs www.dca.gov 

Fannie Mae www.fanniemae.com

Freddie Mac www.freddiemac.com

Ginnie Mae www.ginniemae.gov

Internal Revenue service www.irs.gov

U.s. census Bureau www.census.gov
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review Questions ■

the nature of the real estate financing relationship includes all of 1. 
the following ExCEpT

collateral. c. leverage.a. 

b. disintermediation. d. hypothecation.

In finance, leverage is applied to2. 

pay cash. c. avoid payments.a. 

b. use your savings. d. use others’ savings.

through June 2012, the total of U.s. mortgages outstanding on all 3. 
types of property exceeded

$1 trillion. c. $10 trillion.a. 

b. $5 trillion. d. $13 trillion.

All of the following qualities of real estate contribute to its being the 4. 
perfect collateral for a loan ExCEpT its

being fixed in place. c. salability.a. 

b. permanent construction. d. unique location.

Local real estate markets are 5. mosT affected by

oil embargoes. c. zoning decisions.a. 

b. open-housing laws. d. welfare payments.

of all the loans outstanding on real estate in the United states, the 6. 
largest total amount of money is loaned on

one- to four-family residential properties.a. 

multifamily properties.b. 

commercial properties.c. 

farm properties.d. 
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All of the following participate in a national secondary market for 7. 
real estate mortgages ExCEpT

Federal Deposit Insurance corporation.a. 

Ginnie Mae.b. 

Freddie Mac.c. 

Fannie Mae.d. 

the secondary mortgage market is designed to8. 

issue new real estate loans.a. 

insure FHA loans.b. 

guarantee DVA loans.c. 

redistribute money nationally.d. 

Real estate cycles are primarily reflections of9. 

supply and demand. c. interest rates.a. 

b. international events. d. the income tax code.

With increases in the age of the california population, in the num-10. 
ber of single persons living alone, and in the number of large Asian 
American and Latin American families, all of the following housing 
markets will be in demand ExCEpT

condominium projects. c. affordable detached homes.a. 

b. luxury beach homes. d. congregant living centers.
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exercises ■

Investigate your local real estate market to determine its place in the 1. 
cycle.

check with your local title companies and find out what percentage 2. 
of recent home sales were made with junior and/or seller financing. 
Do you think such financing is an important aspect of the present 
california real estate finance market?
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